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MicroBooNE is a neutrino experiment located in the Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB) at Fer-
milab, which collected data from 2015 to 2021. MicroBooNE’s liquid argon time projection chamber
(LArTPC) is accompanied by a photon detection system consisting of 32 photomultiplier tubes used
to measure the argon scintillation light and determine the timing of neutrino interactions. Analysis
techniques combining light signals and reconstructed tracks are applied to achieve a neutrino inter-
action time resolution of O(1 ns). The result obtained allows MicroBooNE to access the nanosecond
beam structure of the BNB for the first time. The timing resolution achieved will enable significant
enhancement of cosmic background rejection for all neutrino analyses. Furthermore, the ns tim-
ing resolution opens new avenues to search for long-lived-particles such as heavy neutral leptons in
MicroBooNE, as well as in future large LArTPC experiments, namely the SBN program and DUNE.

I. INTRODUCTION69

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has70

demonstrated remarkable success in describing the in-71

teractions between observed fundamental particles; yet72

clear gaps remain in our ability to address questions such73

as the nature of dark matter or the matter-antimatter74

asymmetry in our universe. The study of neutrino prop-75

erties and oscillations provides a compelling avenue both76

to complete our understanding of the SM and to explore77

physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). An exten-78

sive experimental program comprised of the Deep Un-79

derground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [1] and Short80

Baseline Neutrino (SBN) program [2] intends to make81

precision measurements of neutrino oscillations using liq-82

uid argon time projection chambers (LArTPCs). These83

detectors offer the ideal environment in which to search84

for BSM physics in the sub-GeV energy regime. Yet,85

fully exploiting the potential of such detectors for BSM86

searches requires dedicated advances in analysis tools and87

techniques. While millimeter-level accuracy and detailed88

calorimetric information have enabled the delivery of pre-89

cision neutrino physics measurements with TPCs [3–8],90

the use of scintillation light signals has not yet been ex-91

ploited as extensively.92

This paper presents the first demonstration of O(1 ns)93

timing resolution for neutrino interactions in a LArTPC94

utilizing the MicroBooNE detector. This work signifi-95

cantly improves on MicroBooNE’s previously reported [9]96

timing resolution of O(100 ns). A correction to the recon-97

structed interaction time is applied by introducing four98

developments: incorporating more precise beam timing99

signals from the accelerator, improving the reconstruc-100

∗ microboone info@fnal.gov

tion of signals from MicroBooNE’s photon detection sys-101

tem, considering the particle and light propagation in the102

detector, and, finally, including an empirical calibration103

to correct for non-uniformities in detector response and104

particle propagation time.105

The significance of this analysis has strong implica-106

tions for searches for BSM physics that exploit differ-107

ences in time-of-flight (ToF) to detect massive long-lived108

particles arriving at the detector delayed with respect to109

neutrinos. The techniques described in this article will110

allow improved searches beyond those already achieved111

with MicroBooNE previous analysis [10, 11]. Further-112

more, improved timing can add a new tool for cosmic113

background rejection in surface LArTPCs, orthogonal to114

existing techniques [2, 8, 12, 13].115

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Sec-116

tion II provides an overall description of the MicroBooNE117

detector and the Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB). Sec-118

tion III describes the analysis developed to demonstrate119

MicroBooNE’s O(1 ns) timing resolution. Section IV120

summarizes the analysis results. Section V presents two121

applications in which the timing resolution achieved can122

improve MicroBooNE’s capability of studying neutrino123

interactions: introducing a new tool for cosmic back-124

ground rejection and improving the performance for BSM125

physics searches.126

II. BOOSTER NEUTRINO BEAMLINE AND127

MICROBOONE DETECTOR128

MicroBooNE [15] is a neutrino experiment at Fermilab129

that collected data from 2015 to 2021. The detector con-130

sists of a LArTPC located near the surface, on axis with131

the neutrino beam, and 468.5m downstream of the pro-132

ton target. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the BNB and133

MicroBooNE detector, which will be briefly described in134

this section.135
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the BNB and MicroBooNE detector. MicroBooNE’s detector is in the path of the BNB, on axis with the
beam direction, 468.5m downstream of the proton target (red). The RWM (green) records the proton pulse shape immediately
before protons hit the target. For events selected in this analysis, the time for protons to hit the target, the propagation and
decay of mesons, and the travel time of neutrinos to the detector upstream wall is assumed the same for each event.

FIG. 2. Trace of a single BNB RWM waveform showing the BNB ns substructure. The red line shows the discriminator
threshold used by the oscilloscope. The waveform sample frequency is 2 GHz. The vertical axis is the induced charge on the
RWM in volts. Each BNB proton pulse is composed of 81 bunches spaced at ∆ = 18.936 ± 0.001 ns. The average bunch width
is ⟨σBNB⟩ = 1.308 ± 0.001 ns. The RWM time structure shown in this figure is obtained through the instruments and methods
described in [14].

Booster Neutrino Beamline. The primary source of136

neutrinos for the MicroBooNE experiment is the neutrino137

beam produced by the BNB [16], where 8GeV (kinetic138

energy) proton pulses are extracted from the Booster139

accelerator and delivered to the target. Each proton140

pulse has a 52.81MHz substructure with 81 bunches141

spaced at 18.936± 0.001 ns. The average bunch width is142

⟨σBNB⟩ = 1.308± 0.001 ns [14]. This characteristic sub-143

structure is key to leveraging ns-scale timing resolution144

for neutrino interactions, as it leads to wide gaps between145

neutrino bunches [17].146

Resistive wall current monitor. The BNB trigger in147

MicroBooNE is provided by a copy of the signal coor-148

dinating the proton pulse extraction from the Booster149

accelerator. That signal is subject to a relatively large150

jitter, which has a fluctuation of tens of ns. To improve151

on the timing accuracy of the MicroBooNE beam trig-152

ger this analysis makes use of the resistive wall current153

monitor (RWM) [14] signal. Charged particles travel-154

ing through a conductive metallic pipe induce an image155

current on the pipe wall. In the BNB, the RWM is lo-156

cated just before the proton target and measures the im-157

age current produced by the beam protons. The RWM158

current reproduces accurately the proton pulse’s longi-159

tudinal time profile. A typical waveform from the BNB160

RWM, digitized at 2GHz, is shown in Fig. 2. The first161

bunch of this signal is used to send a thresholded logic162

pulse to the MicroBooNE readout electronics where it is163

recorded for offline monitoring. Figure 3 shows exam-164

ples of RWM logic pulses recorded with MicroBooNE’s165

electronics. Misalignment between the pulses reflects the166

jitter of the BNB trigger.167
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FIG. 3. RWM logic pulses in coincidence with the first proton
bunch from the accelerator as recorded by the MicroBooNE
DAQ. Misalignment between the pulses reflects the main trig-
ger jitter.

MicroBooNE’s photon detection system. A photon168

detection system [18] is installed behind the TPC an-169

ode plane to detect scintillation light emitted by the170

argon atoms that are excited by charged particles171

passing through the argon. Liquid argon is a high-172
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performance prompt scintillator with a yield of about173

30,000 photons/MeV at MicroBooNE’s nominal electric174

field of 273V/cm [19, 20] with ∼23% of the total light175

emitted within a few ns [21]. The MicroBooNE photon176

detection system consists of 32 8-inch cryogenic Hama-177

matsu photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) equipped with178

wavelength-shifting tetraphenyl butadiene (TPB) coated179

acrylic front plates [18]. MicroBooNE’s readout electron-180

ics [22] record 23.4µs long waveforms starting at the181

beam trigger. PMT pulses are smoothed by an analog182

unipolar shaper with a 60 ns rise time and then digi-183

tized at 64MHz (16.625 ns samples). One of the 32 PMT184

channels became unresponsive starting in the summer of185

2017. Figure 4 shows example PMT waveforms of scintil-186

lation light produced by a candidate neutrino interaction187

recorded with the MicroBooNE photon detection system.188
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FIG. 4. PMT waveforms for a typical neutrino candidate.
A subset of the 31 waveforms recorded and a reduced time
window around the event is shown.

III. DATA ANALYSIS189

The O(1 ns) timing resolution in MicroBooNE is190

achieved through four analysis steps. First, the RWM191

logic pulse is used to remove the BNB trigger jitter. Sec-192

ond, an accurate pulse-fitting method is implemented193

to extract the arrival time of the first photons detected194

by MicroBooNE’s PMTs. Third, the propagation times195

of particles and scintillation photons inside the detector196

are extracted by leveraging the TPC’s 3D reconstruc-197

tion. Finally, an empirical calibration is used to apply198

corrections on the daughter particles’ and scintillation199

light’s propagation times. The dataset used in this anal-200

ysis is an inclusive selection of νµCC interactions candi-201

dates [23] from MicroBooNE’s BNB collected in 2016–202

17. Events are reconstructed with the Pandora multi-203

purpose pattern-recognition toolkit [24]. This selection204

yields an O(80%) pure sample of neutrino interactions,205

and O(20%) cosmic-ray background. The MicroBooNE206

timing resolution is evaluated by comparing the recon-207

structed BNB ns substructure with the waveform pro-208

vided by the RWM, shown in Fig. 2. The timing res-209

olution achieved by this analysis resolves for the first210

time in MicroBooNE the substructure of the BNB beam211

spill [17]. This section will describe in detail the analysis212

steps developed to achieve this result.213

214

RWM timing. The RWM logic pulse recorded at Mi-215

croBooNE is shaped and digitized through the same read-216

out electronics as the PMTs. The signal timing (TRWM)217

is extracted with the fitting method described in the next218

paragraph. The RWM timing is used to replace the BNB219

trigger which contains a jitter of tens of ns. The RWM220

recorded signal is a logic pulse and, therefore, its shape221

is expected to be stable over time. Because of this, the222

RWM pulse is used to evaluate the intrinsic timing res-223

olution of the PMT electronics by measuring the sta-224

bility of the RWM pulse half height width (∆t), shown225

in Fig. 5 (a). The uncertainty of ∆t is obtained fitting226

the ∆t distribution with a Gaussian function, shown in227

Fig. 5 (b). The width of the Gaussian (σ∆t) gives the228

uncertainty of ∆t, which is σ∆t ≃ 0.3 ns. This uncer-229
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(a) The RWM pulse width (∆t), shown with the green
dotted line, is the distance between the half-height of
the rising and falling edges, shown with red curves.
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FIG. 5. The intrinsic timing resolution of the PMT elec-
tronics is obtained measuring the stability of the RWM pulse
width (∆t), shown in (a). The ∆t distribution is fitted with a
Gaussian function, shown in (b), and the parameter σ∆t/

√
2

is used to evaluate the intrinsic timing resolution of the PMT
electronics.
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tainty is on the difference between the rising and falling230

edges of the RWM pulses, both obtained with the same231

fitting method. Therefore the uncertainty on the single232

rising edge timing is given by σ∆t/
√
2 ≃ 0.2 ns, negligible233

compared to the overall resolution achieved.234

PMTs Pulse Fitting. MicroBooNE’s PMTs provide a235

prompt response to the scintillation light produced in236

neutrino interactions. In order to extract O(1 ns) timing237

resolution the 60 ns shaping response of the MicroBooNE238

PMT electronics must be accounted for. This is achieved239

by fitting the rising edge of the PMT trace with the func-240

tion241

f(t) = A · exp

(
− (t− tM )4

B

)
. (1)

Multiple functions have been tested for fitting the PMT242

waveform rising edge. The one which gives the lowest χ2
243

has been chosen. An example of this fit is shown by the244

red line in Fig. 6. The parameters A and B in the fit func-245

tion are left free and tM is fixed to the time-tick with the246

maximum ADC value. The measured half-height value247

(green cross in Fig. 6) is used to assign the arrival time of248

the first photons at the PMT. Despite the relatively low249

sampling frequency of the PMT digitization, the fitting250

procedure shows a resolution of ≃ 0.2 ns for the intrinsic251

timing of the PMT electronics as demonstrated with the252

RWM pulse.253
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FIG. 6. Single PMT pulse timing extraction. The red curve
shows the pulse rising-edge fit, and the green cross marks the
rising-edge half-height point used to assign the timing to the
PMT pulse.

Particle and scintillation photon propagation. Between254

the signal induced by protons at the RWM and the signal255

provided by PMTs, there is a complex chain of processes256

to take into account in order to extract the neutrino inter-257

action timing. The time for protons to hit the target, the258

propagation and decay of mesons, and the travel time of259

neutrinos to the detector (illustrated in Fig. 1) is treated260

as a constant offset for all interactions. Therefore, the261

FIG. 7. Schematic of the MicroBooNE LArTPC (light blue).
PMTs are represented in maroon. The tracks reconstructed
in the TPC (black solid lines) are used to measure the
paths of the particles and scintillation photons inside the
detector. The three paths, red for the neutrino in the TPC,
blue for a daughter particle, and maroon for scintillation
photons, are used to evaluate the time between the neutrino
entering the TPC and scintillation photons reaching the
PMTs: Tν + Tdp + Tsl .

neutrino time profile at the upstream detector wall is as-262

sumed the same as the proton time profile provided by263

the RWM. Once neutrinos enter the detector, three pro-264

cesses, shown in Fig. 7, impact the observed neutrino265

interaction time in the PMTs:266

1. The neutrino ToF inside the TPC (Tν);267

2. The daughter particle ToF from the neutrino inter-268

action vertex to the space-point where photons are269

produced (Tdp); and270

3. The scintillation light ToF from the space-point271

where photons are produced to the PMT where272

photons are detected (Tsl).273

Leveraging the neutrino interaction vertex position and274

the daughter particle’s track geometry reconstructed275

with the TPC signals [24], the times for each of these276

three processes can be extracted. Since the beam is on-277

axis with the detector, and neutrinos are nearly massless,278

Tν is given by the neutrino interaction vertex coordinate279

along the beam direction divided by the speed of light.280

Tdp and Tsl are calculated together for all 3D spacepoints281

along the trajectory of all visible daughter particles from282

the neutrino interaction. At each 3D spacepoint, Tdp is283

given by the distance from the neutrino interaction ver-284

tex divided by the speed of light, and Tsl is given by285

the distance to the TPB coated plate in front of each286

PMT divided by the group velocity for scintillation light287

in liquid argon, vg (1/vg = 7.46 ± 0.08 ns/m [25]). The288

minimum value of Tdp + Tsl among all reconstructed 3D289

spacepoints is chosen as the daughter particle and scintil-290

lation light propagation time for the first photons arriv-291

ing on the PMT. This quantity is denoted (T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl).292

Note that this calculation is performed independently293

for each PMT. The neutrino ToF inside the TPC (Tν)294

and the daughter particle and photon propagation times295

(T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl) are subtracted from each PMT’s measured296
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photon arrival time to obtain the neutrino arrival time297

at the upstream detector wall. The 81 bunches of the298

beam pulse sub-structure are visible in the reconstructed299

neutrino arrival time profile and reproduce the 52.81MHz300

substructure of the RWM waveform of Fig. 2.301

Empirical calibration. Once the beam pulse sub-302

structure can be resolved, measurements of the time dis-303

tribution of the 81 bunches provide a reference used to304

empirically correct timing offsets due to non-uniformities305

in detector response. The 81 bunches are merged in a sin-306

gle peak and a Gaussian fit is performed to extract the307

mean time µ. Displacements in µ as a function of a given308

variable indicate a non-uniformity in need of calibration.309

Three variables are identified as a source of substantial310

smearing.311

1. PMT hardware. Variation in signal propagation312

time due to electronics response, signal transmis-313

sion, or other intrinsic delays can introduce PMT-314

by-PMT offsets.315

2. Daughter particle propagation speed. Approximat-316

ing the daughter particle velocity to be equal to the317

speed of light impacts the calculation of the propa-318

gation time from the neutrino vertex to each PMT319

(T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl). This assumption is adopted because320

the analysis is implemented prior to detailed par-321

ticle tracking and identification which would allow322

to reconstruct the momentum and speed along the323

trajectory.324

3. Signal amplitude impact on time extraction. The325

arrival time is extracted from a fixed amplitude ra-326

tio of the waveform rising edge (see Fig. 6). Al-327

though this choice resulted in the best performance,328

it may introduce a bias dependent on the number of329

photons collected in the fast component on a given330

PMT (Nph).331

These three factors are calibrated using the following332

analysis procedure. First a correction is implemented333

to account for PMT-by-PMT offsets. The remaining334

two effects are subsequently calibrated simultaneously.335

To incorporate a correction for PMT hardware offsets,336

the value of µ obtained for each PMT is used to re-337

move the offset with respect to the average across all338

PMTs. Offsets between PMTs (Tos) were found to be339

of order 2.5 ns. For the other two factors, the timing340

distributions are binned once for the propagation time341

(T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl) values and once for the number of photons342

collected in the fast component NPh. Average values343

⟨T ∗
dp+T ∗

sl⟩ and ⟨NPh⟩ and the respective Gaussian means,344

µα and µβ , are calculated for each timing distribution.345

Linear fits of µα and µβ as functions of ⟨T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl⟩ and346

⟨NPh⟩ respectively are performed, see Fig. 8. The fit347

gradients α1 and β1 give the empirical calibration term348

TEmp = (T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl) · α1 + NPh · β1, which is subtracted349

from the photon arrival time given by each PMT indi-350

vidually. Corrections introduced by the two calibration351
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dp
 T*〈 

4−

2−

0

2

4

 [n
s]

αµ 

MicroBooNE

 POT20 10×2.13 

 / ndf = 96 / 82χ
 =0α
 = -1α

 0.04 ns±4.00 

 0.002 ±0.261 

(a) Linear fit of the mean of the neutrino interaction
time as a function of the average propagation time from
the neutrino vertex to a given PMT ⟨T ∗

dp + T ∗
sl⟩. The

parameters α0 and α1 are respectively the offset and the
gradient.

0 20 40 60
〉 

Ph
 N〈 

1.0−

0.5−

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

[n
s]

βµ
  

MicroBooNE

 POT20 10×2.13 

 / ndf = 1.2 / 32χ
 =

0
β

 = -
1

β
 0.05 ns±0.77 

 0.001 ns±0.012 

 

(b) Linear fit of the mean neutrino interaction time as a
function of the average of number of photons collected
by a given PMT ⟨NPh⟩. The parameters β0 and β1 are

respectively the offset and the gradient.

FIG. 8. Linear fits of the mean neutrino interaction time as
functions of ⟨T ∗

dp +T ∗
sl⟩ (a) and ⟨NPh⟩ (b) are used to extract

the two calibration factors α1 and β1, which are the gradients
of the linear fits. The β1 coefficient calculation limits the fit
to events for which NPh is larger than 20 photons in order to
avoid the introduction of terms above the linear one in the
fit function. Nevertheless, the correction is applied to every
single PMT measurement.

factors α1 and β1 are inversely proportional to each other,352

causing the spread of the mean values of the beam tim-353

ing in one variable to increase after a correction for the354

other variable is applied. For this reason, the corrections355

are applied simultaneously. The spread as a function of356

these variables persists after a first correction is applied.357

To further reduce the residual smearing, the same proce-358

dure is repeated. After a few steps, when each iteration is359

no longer reducing the smearing, the spread of the mean360

values µα and µβ , shown in Fig. 8, is reduced below 0.5 ns361

in both cases.362
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(a) Neutrino arrival time distribution before the propagation reconstruction.
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(b) Neutrino arrival time distribution after the propagation reconstruction.

FIG. 9. Neutrino candidate arrival time distribution at the upstream detector wall before (a) and after (b) the propagation
reconstruction of the processes happening inside the TPC. The reconstruction includes the neutrino ToF inside the TPC, the
daughter particle propagation and the scintillation light propagation, with the relative empirical correction included. The 81
bunches composing the beam pulse sub-structure are easily visible after the propagation reconstruction.

Neutrino arrival time reconstruction. The neutrino ar-363

rival time, which is the neutrino time profile at the up-364

stream detector wall, is reconstructed by removing the365

trigger jitter (TRWM), by subtracting from each PMT’s366

measured time the neutrino ToF inside the TPC (Tν)367

and the daughter particle and photon propagation time368

(T ∗
dp+T ∗

sl), and by applying the empirical corrections (Tos369

and TEmp). For each of these terms the spreads and the370

ranges of values are reported in Table I. It is important to371

TABLE I. Terms analyzed in the reconstruction steps intro-
duce different contributions to the event timing spread. This
table summarizes the standard deviation (STD) and full range
of the distribution of values of each term.

Term STD [ns] Range [ns]
TRWM ≃ 9 [-25,+25]
T ν ≃ 9 [0, 33](
T ∗
dp + T ∗

sl

)
≃ 7 [0, >50]

T os ≃ 2.5 [-5, +5]
TEmp - [-4, +4]

note that a significant impact on improving the timing372

resolution comes from steps that make use of TPC re-373

constructed information emphasizing the importance of374

the analysis choice of leveraging both precise PMT timing375

and topological information from the TPC. Precise PMT376

timing is not alone sufficient to extract O(1 ns) interac-377

tion timing resolution. The median of the obtained values378

across all PMTs with more than two detected photons is379

taken as the neutrino interaction time for the event. Fig-380

ure 9 shows the neutrino arrival timing before (a) and381

after (b) applying the neutrino interaction time recon-382

struction. The 81 bunches composing the beam pulse383

sub-structure are well visible after the reconstruction as384

seen in Fig. 9 (b) and reproduce the 52.81MHz substruc-385

ture of the RWM waveform of Fig. 2. For each one of the386

81 bunches a Gaussian fit is performed and the extracted387

mean values are used to obtain a linear fit as a function388

of the peak number, as shown in Fig. 10. The linear fit389

slope is used to measure the bunch separation (∆). The390

value found of 18.936± 0.001 ns matches the expectation391

from the accelerator frequency parameter [17]. This work392

demonstrates for the first time O(1 ns) timing resolution393
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 . 

FIG. 10. For each of the 81 bunches observed in Fig.9 (b) a
Gaussian fit is performed to the bunch peak and the extracted
mean values are used to obtain a linear fit as a function of
the peak number. The gradient (∆) and the intercept (T0) of
the linear fit give respectively the bunch separation and the
common constant offset due to the propagation time form
the beam target to the TPC. The value found for the bunch
separation is ∆ = 18.936± 0.001 ns.

in neutrino interactions in a LArTPC using fully auto-394

mated reconstruction methods which can be integrated in395

neutrino physics analyses. This analysis builds on past396

developments in the use of TPC and scintillation light397

information in LArTPCs, including previous work from398

ICARUS on neutrino time of flight measurements [26].399

IV. RESULTS400

Once all the reconstruction steps are implemented and401

corrections applied, the neutrino candidate timing dis-402

tribution, reported in Fig. 9 (b), is used to extract the403

detector timing resolution for neutrino interactions. The404

81 bunches are merged in a single peak which is fit with405

the function:406

f(t) = CBkg +
N√
2πσ2

{
exp

[
− 1

2

(
t−µ−∆

σ

)2]
+

+exp

[
− 1

2

(
t−µ
σ

)2]
+ exp

[
− 1

2

(
t−µ+∆

σ

)2]} (2)

The fit function is composed of three Gaussians with407

identical width σ. The fit parameter σ is used to extract408

the timing resolution, while the two Gaussians offset by409

the bunch separation ∆ are introduced to account for410

events from neighboring peaks. Finally an overall con-411

stant term, CBkg, accounts for a flat background from412

cosmic-ray events. Using this method the bunch width413

obtained is σ = 2.53 ± 0.02 ns, from the fit shown in414

Fig. 11. Table II shows the reduction of the bunch width415

after each reconstruction step is included.416
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 Evt410× 0.02)± = (2.55 N

 = -µ
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 0.02 ns±2.53 

 12 Evt/ns±543 

 

FIG. 11. Event timing distribution of the 81 beam bunches
merged in a single peak after applying corrections. The green
dashed line shows the constant term associated to the cosmic
background uniform contribution.

Subtracting the intrinsic proton beam bunch width417

⟨σBNB⟩ ≃1.308 ns from the measured bunch width gives418

a value for the overall detector timing resolution of419

RTot =
√

σ2 − ⟨σBNB⟩2 = 2.16± 0.02 ns (3)

Finally, a characterization of the timing resolution ver-420

sus the total number of detected photons is performed.421

The parameter σ is measured as a function of the total422

number of detected photons, as shown in Fig. 12. This423

distribution is fit using the function424

σ
(
⟨NPh⟩

)
=

√√√√⟨σBNB⟩2 + k20 +

(
k1√
⟨NPh⟩

)2

, (4)

where k0 is a constant term, k1 is associated to the sta-425

tistical fluctuation in the number of detected photons426

(∝
√
NPh), and ⟨σBNB⟩ is the beam spread contribution427

to the resolution. The intrinsic detector timing resolu-428

tion is associated with the constant term k0 measured to429

be 1.73± 0.05 ns.430

0 200 400 600
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 = 0k

 = 1k

 0.05 ns±  1.73 

PhN 0.95 ns±17.84 

 

FIG. 12. Interaction timing resolution as a function of the
total number of photons detected.
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TABLE II. This table shows the decrease of the bunches width
(σ) after each reconstruction step is applied. Applying sin-
gularly TRWM or Tν is not sufficient to separate the bunches
and measure the width. The intrinsic 1.308 ns beam spread
is included in the σ values reported in this table.

Correction included σ [ns]
TRWM or Tν -
TRWM and Tν 4.7 ± 0.2
TRWM, Tν , (T

∗
dp + T ∗

sl) 3.08 ± 0.04
TRWM, Tν , (T

∗
dp + T ∗

sl), Tos 2.99 ± 0.04
TRWM, Tν , (T

∗
dp + T ∗

sl), Tos, TEmp 2.53 ± 0.02

V. APPLICATION OF O(1NS) TIMING IN431

PHYSICS ANALYSIS432

The O(1 ns) timing resolution achieved can signifi-433

cantly expand MicroBooNE’s capability of studying neu-434

trino interactions and searching for BSM physics. An435

improved neutrino selection efficiency can be obtained436

by adding the O(1 ns) timing as a new tool for cosmic437

background rejection in surface LArTPCs orthogonal to438

existing techniques [2, 8, 12, 13]. Moreover, a O(1 ns)439

timing resolution allows improvement in the performance440

of searches for heavy long-lived particles which will travel441

to the detector more slowly than the SM neutrinos. This442

method can in particular be applied to searches for heavy443

neutral leptons (HNLs), expanding the phase-space and444

sensitivity of HNL models being tested with current tech-445

niques [10, 11]. In this section we describe the potential446

that the precise timing has for improved cosmic back-447

ground rejection and for searches for heavy long-lived448

particles such as HNLs.449

Cosmic ray background rejection. As a surface-level450

LArTPC, cosmogenic backgrounds are a significant is-451

sue for MicroBooNE. Existing cosmic rejection tech-452

niques have achieved greater than 99.999% cosmic rejec-453

tion while retaining greater than 80% of charge-current454

neutrino events [12]. Nonetheless, these topology-455

driven techniques have significantly reduced perfor-456

mance for low-energy (less than about 200MeV) and457

neutral-current events. Additionally, even with greater458

than 99.999% cosmic rejection, a cosmic contamination459

of 14.9% remains for a visible energy region greater460

than 200MeV, with closer to 40% contamination be-461

low 100MeV [12]. Given this, cosmogenic backgrounds462

are often still the first or second largest background for463

MicroBooNE analyses [4, 5, 27], even when using the464

most up-to-date cosmic removal techniques [12]. The re-465

construction of the BNB bunch structure allows to ex-466

ploit the timing of the neutrino interaction to reduce re-467

maining cosmic-ray background. This is possible because468

cosmic-rays arrive uniformly in time while BNB neutrinos469

are in time with the proton pulse structure of Fig. 2. Im-470

posing a selection time window around the BNB bunches471
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(a) Event timing distribution with selection cuts around
the peaks. The dotted green line shows the cosmic

background fraction.
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(b) Neutrino efficiency versus background rejection.

FIG. 13. For the three cuts of ±3σ, ±2σ, ±σ around the
peak the initial 27.1% of total background reduces to 21.7%,
15.2%, 10.6%. Neutrino efficiency of 68.3%, 95.5%, 99.7% and
background rejection of 73.3%, 46.6%, 19.8% are obtained for
the respective cuts.

can be used to reduce the fraction of cosmic background472

events as shown in Fig. 13 (a). Figure 13 (b) shows the di-473

rect dependence of neutrino the selection efficiency versus474

background rejection. The neutrino selection efficiency is475

defined as the fraction of neutrino events surviving the476

cut applied to remove the background. As a benchmark,477

a cut at ±2σ around the peak gives a νµCC selection ef-478

ficiency of 95.5% and a cosmic background rejection of479

46.6% removing nearly half the cosmic-ray background480

with minimal efficiency loss. This method is comple-481

mentary with respect to previously demonstrated cos-482

mic rejection for LArTPCs which relies on charge-to-light483

matching [12]. Figure 14 shows a demonstration of this484

method applied to the reconstructed energy spectrum for485

charged-current neutrino interactions from MicroBooNE.486

The top panel shows current performance applying previ-487

ous cosmic rejection techniques, while the bottom panel488

includes the neutrino interaction timing cosmic rejection489

developed in this work.490
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(a) No additional cosmic removal cut around the
interaction timing peak.
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(b) Cosmic removal cut of ±2σ around the interaction
timing peak.

FIG. 14. Reconstructed neutrino energy spectrum for events
after Wire-Cell cosmic background rejection with (b) and
without (a) an additional cosmic removal cut of ±2σ around
the interaction timing peak.

Heavy Neutral Lepton Searches. A set of models that491

can be tested with LArTPC neutrino experiments in-492

cludes the production of HNLs through mixing with stan-493

dard neutrinos [10, 11, 28–31]. HNLs may be produced494

in the neutrino beam from the decay of kaons and pions,495

propagating to the MicroBooNE detector where they are496

assumed to decay to SM particles. The masses of these497

right-handed states can span many orders of magnitude,498

reaching the detector with a delay with respect to the499

nearly massless standard neutrinos [32]. This results in a500

distortion of the arrival time distribution when compared501

to the proton beam profile. To demonstrate the impact502

of ns timing resolution in HNL searches, the arrival time503

distributions of neutrinos and hypothetical HNLs at dif-504

ferent masses and percentages are simulated. The BNB505

ns substructure measured in this analysis is used for both506

neutrino and HNLs assuming a 1.5 ns timing resolution.507

HNLs are produced in the BNB with energies analogous508

to the neutrino flux. A 10% uniform cosmic background509

is included. Figure 15 shows the arrival time distribution510

of standard neutrinos (blue line) compared to hypotheti-511

cal HNLs (red line) of 100MeV mass. When precise tim-512

ing resolution is not available, timing information can be513

used to search for HNLs only in regions after the neutrino514

beam pulse, Fig. 15 (a). When the timing resolution can515

resolve the BNB substructure, each gap between the 81516

bunches can be used to estimate the sensitivity to HNL,517

Fig. 15 (b). To quantitatively demonstrate the impact of518

timing resolution on HNL search sensitivity, a simulation519

study is carried out estimating signal and backgrounds520

for different HNL masses assuming only statistical un-521

certainties. The sensitivity in sigma is calculated using522

the Asimov sensitivity test given by523

σ =

√
2 (s+ b) ln

(
(s+b)(b+σ2

b)
b2+(s+b)σ2

b

)
− 2 b2

σ2
b
ln

(
1 +

σ2
bs

b(b+σ2
b)

)
(5)

where the signals (s) is the sum of the HNLs time distri-524

bution entries in a given windows and the backgrounds525
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(a) Timing information can be used to search for HNLs
only in regions after the neutrino beam pulse when

precise timing resolution is not available.
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(b) When the timing resolution can resolve the BNB
substructure, each gap between the 81 bunches can be

used to estimate the sensitivity to HNL.

FIG. 15. Timing distribution for neutrinos and HNLs pro-
duced in the BNB. The ability to resolve the beam pulse sub-
structure (b) offers significant improvement to the sensitivity
in HNL searches compared to only the full 1.6µs pulse struc-
ture (a). This figure simulates an HNL with 100 MeV mass
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(b) is the sum of the BNB neutrino plus 10% of uni-526

form cosmic background time distribution entries in the527

same windows, σb is the standard deviation of the en-528

tries summed to obtain b. When using only events after529

the beam pulse the window used to estimate the sensi-530

tivity include time distributions entries from 1540 ns to531

2040 ns (where the peak of the first neutrino bunch is532

centered at 0 ns). When utilizing events between beam533

bunches, the included entries are in the gaps between534

neutrino bunches, in a window where the signal to back-535

ground ratio is optimized to return the best sensitivity536

value. In this case the selection window size and position537

vary based on the mass, the bump shape and percent-538

age of HNL simulated. This is done by first examining539

all regions with a non-zero HNL signal. Then a thresh-540

old for the minimum signal to background ratio is set541

that defines which bins shall be included in the window.542

This threshold is optimized to select windows between543

neutrino bunches that return the best sigma sensitivity544

as defined by the Asimov sensitivity test. Since these545

windows are defined based on an optimized threshold for546

signal to background ratio the threshold values and exact547

window sizes differ based on the HNL mass and percent-548

age as these parameters change the exact arrival time of549

HNLs and overall signal values. Figure 16 shows the 5 σ550

sensitivity to HNL rate as function of the HNL mass, us-551

ing only events after the beam pulse (blue line) compared552

to only events between beam bunches (green line). The553

beam bunches’ resolution offers significant improvement554

overall, especially for lower masses. While a preliminary555

sensitivity study, this work demonstrates the significant556

physics impact that the methods presented in this paper557

will have in expanding the reach of searches for LLPs by558

up to an order of magnitude in poorly constrained regions559

of parameter space.560
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FIG. 16. Lines of 5 σ sensitivity using only events after
the beam pulse (blue line) compared to only events between
beam bunches (green line), as function of the HNL mass. This
study primarily focuses on the relative gain in sensitivity be-
tween the two methods as a proof of principle for future HNL
searches.

The ability to resolve interaction timing with O(1 ns)561

resolution introduces a new method to improve searches562

for long-lived particles (including HNLs) by rejecting563

neutrino backgrounds through the determination of the564

interaction time. This development will improve the sen-565

sitivity of and help expand the reach of BSM searches566

in the existing and upcoming accelerator-based neutrino567

physics program being carried out at Fermilab. In partic-568

ular, the introduction of O(1 ns) timing has the potential569

to allow model-independent searches for heavy long-lived570

particles for masses of 10s to 100s of MeV.571

VI. CONCLUSIONS572

This work is the first demonstration of O(1 ns) timing573

resolution for reconstructing νµCC interaction times in a574

LArTPC with the MicroBooNE experiment. This result575

is achieved through the implementation of novel analy-576

sis methods that measure and correct the ToF of neutri-577

nos and their interaction products, as well as scintillation578

photons propagating through the detector volume. This579

makes use of both precise photon detection system timing580

resolution as well as detailed reconstructed TPC informa-581

tion to account for various delays in particle propagation582

through the detector. Moreover, the RWM signal has583

been used to improve the precision of the beam trigger.584

The analysis finds an intrinsic resolution in measuring the585

neutrino interaction time of 1.73 ± 0.05 ns. This result586

allows for the resolution of the pulse time structure of587

the BNB that, in turn, introduces a new powerful handle588

for physics measurements with LArTPC neutrino experi-589

ments. The method presented here can be applied to ob-590

tain O(1 ns) timing for any type of interaction occurring591

in the TPC. O(1 ns) timing resolution for neutrino in-592

teractions enables a new cosmic-rejection method to dis-593

criminate between neutrino interactions arriving in ∼2 ns594

pulses in the BNB versus the continuous flux of cosmic-595

rays that constitute a significant background for surface-596

based LArTPC detectors. Furthermore, O(1 ns) timing597

accuracy can be leveraged for searches of BSM particles598

such as HNLs that have a longer ToF and reach the detec-599

tor delayed with respect to neutrinos. The development600

of this new handle for studying BSM signatures will ex-601

pand the sensitivity reach and parameter space that can602

be explored for searching for BSM signatures in LArTPC603

detectors operating in neutrino beams, both within the604

SBN program [2] and in the DUNE near detector [33, 34].605
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